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The Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) has launched an international
media campaign against Pakistan and managed the publication of articles
and distribution of a wrap with a demand for a free Karachi. The campaign
has not only exposed the evil designs of the party but also enemies of Pak-
istan, led by India.

Last week, the Washington Times distributed a wrap with its regular
edition, carrying a demand to free Karachi. It also carried articles to foment
hatred among people living in different federating units of Pakistan and
against its national institutions. The MQM also attempted to create a scare
that if the situation in Karachi was ignored, it would create problems for
the whole world. It also admired the current U.S. Administration for “show-
ing great courage by directly pointing out as to how Pakistan has been
hoodwinking the U.S. by receiving massive financial assistance, on one
hand, and providing support and safe havens to the killers of the U.S. sol-
diers on its soil, on the other. “But this realization must not remain confined
to social media posts only; it must be accompanied by concrete actions.
Supporting ethnic Mohajirs and Balochs on humanitarian grounds will be
a great starting point. It could be followed by efforts to ensure that all ethnic
groups, in particular pro-U.S. ones, are given equal share in the military
and governance of Pakistan. This diversity will herald lasting peace in the
region. Until Pakistan’s “deep state” comes to term, all U.S. and European
military and financial aid to Pakistan must be suspended,” the MQM de-
manded in an article.

“There is a mushroom growth of illegal religious seminaries (madras-
sahs) in these areas where poor non-Urdu-speaking students are trained
for Jihad, all under the watchful eyes of Pakistan’s law enforcers. This is
all being done to change the Western-friendly, sophisticated and secular
face of Karachi. In today’s world, Karachi, Pakistan’s biggest city with a
population of nearly 30 million, is facing the same injustices that the Amer-
ican colonists faced in the late 16th century. Pakistan runs on taxes col-
lected from Karachi, yet Karachi is the most neglected metropolitan in
Pakistan. It is almost impossible to find ethnic Mohajirs, its majority people,
in the city administration and law enforcement agencies. Every year, hun-
dreds of thousands of the city’s young students are refused admissions in
their own city at the cost of Sindhi and Punjabi-speaking non-Karachiites,”

it claims. It blames the Pakistani establishment for all troubles of the city,
without mentioning that the MQM has ruled the city for decades. “Karachi’s
prosperity wasn’t liked by Pakistan’s Punjabi-dominated Military Establish-
ment, which soon started a vicious campaign to target Karachi. Soon after
imposing Pakistan’s martial law, Pakistan’s first military dictator shifted the
capital of Pakistan from Karachi to a newly established city, Islamabad, in
Punjab. Offices of all major state organizations were relocated from
Karachi to Punjab, leaving hundreds of thousands of Karachiites jobless.
The people of Karachi, and the Urdu-speaking Mohajirs in particular, were
selectively targeted and purged out of government jobs and law enforce-
ment agencies,” it said without any proof.

“Even though taxes generated from Karachi run Pakistan’s economy,
you would struggle to find even a single person from Karachi in the Karachi
Police or the Paramilitary Rangers that are responsible for the law and
order in Karachi. These non-local law enforcers treat Karachiites as people
of an occupied territory. Extrajudicial executions in fake encounters are
common, as are enforced disappearances. Police and Rangers are known
for extorting billions from Karachi’s citizens every year through coercion
and intimidation,” it alleges and also calls the provincial government of the
Pakistan Peoples’ Party (PPP) a fierce enemy of Karachi. “It is on record
that the PPP founder and former Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto had or-
dered the then provincial Interior Secretary in the early 1970s to halve
Karachi’s population in the official census figures, so that Karachi’s repre-
sentation in the provincial and federal parliament could be significantly re-
duced. This practice with the population figures of Karachi and Hyderabad
— the Mohajir-majority, second-largest city of Sindh province — continues
to date. Even in the last census, Karachi’s population was shown to be
less than half of the actual numbers.”

Another article said, “The latest victims of Pakistan’s Punjabi-domi-
nated establishment are ethnic Mohajirs, descendants of millions who had
migrated to Pakistan from India following the partition of the subcontinent
in 1947. These immigrants once assumed that their religion of Islam would
transcend all ethnic and regional differences and they’d be able to easily
assimilate in Pakistan. Unfortunately, this didn’t happen, and since the
early years of Pakistan’s creation, Mohajirs have been facing extreme prej-
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udice and persecution in a country they had lost everything for. A majority
of these Mohajirs (immigrants) had settled in Karachi, Pakistan’s first cap-
ital and major port city. Armed with education and entrepreneurial skills,
Mohajirs soon turned Karachi into a prosperous and buzzing commercial
and industrial city.”

In September last year, a phased “Free Balochistan” campaign was
launched in Switzerland, which also reached London, New York and Wash-
ington in months, with hundreds of buses and taxis carrying posters of
"Free Balochistan", "Save The Baloch People" and "Stop Enforced Disap-
pearances." Millions of dollars are required to launch a campaign at such
a large scale and it must be understandable that Pakistan’s enemies are
behind it. Pakistan has limited its reaction to only statements and protests
with countries where the smear campaigns were launched. It should have
investigated who had paid for them. It should also have managed the pub-
lication of articles in these countries to expose its enemies and counter
the malicious propaganda.

Pakistan has a lot of credible material to prove its point. The arrested
Indian spy Kulbhushan Jhadev and his confessions must be highlighted
throughout the world. In 2015, a British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)
report said the MQM had received financial and logistical support from
India. It said senior MQM officials, in formal recorded interviews, admitted
before British authorities that the party had been receiving funds from the
Indian government. It also said India had trained hundreds of MQM mili-
tants in explosives, weapons and sabotage over the last 10 years in camps
in north and north-east India. In 2014, the New York Times cited an Amer-
ican diplomatic cable from 2008 titled “Gangs of Karachi,” which was pub-
lished by WikiLeaks and estimated that the MQM had an active militia of
10,000 gunmen, with an additional 25,000 in reserve — a larger force, the
dispatch notes, than the city police. Pakistan should manage the publica-
tion of these reports in the countries where the campaigns were launched
against it to inform the world about the real situation in Karachi and the
country.
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The opposition parties’ power show on the Mall last week ended peace-
fully, much to the relief of a worried government. There was much sound
and fury and speakers spouted fire and brimstone but no untoward incident
marked the event. 

The boisterous build-up to the three-party challenge to the government
had created an atmosphere of fear and apprehension. PTI supremo Imran
Khan is a sworn enemy of the Sharif family. Joining him was Pakistan
Awami Tehrik chief Dr. Tahirul Qadri who wants Punjab CM Shahbaz Sharif
to be tried for the murder of 14 party workers in the Model Town case.
PPP’s Asif Zardari was also there to lend further weight to the anti-gov-
ernment alliance.

Though the protest rally in Lahore – described by some political pundits
as the second coming of the Islamabad dharna – ended rather tamely, it
was marked by fiery and thunderous speeches by all the top leaders of

the three parties. Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf Chairman Imran Khan said that
the Sharif family mafia was controlling Pakistan and would continue doing
so if people did not express their anger through votes in the general elec-
tions. The PTI chief alleged that disqualified prime minister Nawaz Sharif
had looted and laundered Rs300 billion abroad but parliament still sup-
ported him in getting re-elected as a political party head. Nawaz was con-
stantly attacking the judiciary and the Punjab Assembly also came to his
rescue and passed a resolution against the Supreme Court verdict. Re-
ferring to the 2014 Model Town incident, he said that Chief Minister Shah-
baz Sharif himself directed police heads to open fire on the protesters, and
the killers were not arrested even after four years. 

Dr. Tahirul Qadri in his usual style thundered that the  combined objec-
tives of the three parties was to force the Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif,
and Law Minister Rana Sanaullah, to resign from the provincial assembly
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of Punjab in the short term; and eventually seek to forcibly overthrow the
“sultanat-e-Sharifiya”.  Qadri also threatened that he could give a call to
his workers for marching and devastating Jati Umra any given day. He
added that the patience and peaceful nature of PAT should not be taken
as weakness as his workers were ready to even tear the Sharif brothers
into pieces and raze their palaces to the ground. But Qadri said he would
not take any action alone and warned that it had become the writing on
the wall that the Sharifs would have to go very soon.

Launching a frontal attack on Nawaz Sharif, PPP Co-Chairman Asif
Ali Zardari said that Pakistan faces a “threat from Mujibur Rehman of Jati
Umra” and  claimed that he can send the PML-N government packing
any time. Referring to Nawaz Sharif’s comments about an East Pakistan-
like situation, Zardari reminded the former PM that he had not faced hos-
tilities as the PPP leaders did. But, unlike him, they always talked about
strengthening Pakistan and raised the slogan of long live Pakistan.
Zardari also claimed that he could send the PML-N government home
any time but he had the larger interests of the country in mind

The PML-N leaders have rejected the Lahore protest rally as a flop
show. Some media analysts also called it a “disappointment”. But it can-
not be denied that the three parties’ joint meeting succeeded in sending
a strong message to the government that the opposition will give it a
tough time ahead of the next elections. That the three parties with dis-
parate programmes and objectives came together and spoke in the
same voice from a common platform was itself an achievement.

The primary reason behind the protest organized by  the Pakistan
Awami Tehreek  was to seek justice for the victims of the Model Town
Incident. But the larger objective was to challenge the ruling party on its

home ground. The leaders of all the three parties in one voice criticised
the actions of the Punjab police, and by extension the Pakistan Muslim
League  government. They also used the occasion to badger the gov-
ernment for its failure to arrest the culprits behind a series of ghastly
crimes involving sexual violence against children. 

But beyond this, most parties made sure the audience knew that their
eyes were firmly fixed on the upcoming general elections. The protest
that was supposed to be a movement to seek justice for the  victims of
the Model Town murder incident became a veritable springboard to
launch the opposition’s individual election campaigns.  While no ex-
tended sit-in was announced by the parties, the possibility that it might
take place in the future was left hanging in the air like the sword of
Damocles over the government’s head.

The most theatrical gesture of protest came from Sheikh Rashid who
openly cursed Parliament and announced his resignation from the Na-
tional Assembly seat. He blamed parliament for carrying out the alleged
US conspiracy of amending the finality of prophethood oath for parlia-
mentarians on the dictation of a convicted criminal. He also asked Imran
Khan to resign from the assemblies and come out on the streets to send
the Sharifs home.

Given the explosive political context, the talk of resignations cannot
be taken lightly. Both Imran Khan and Dr. Tahirul Qadri have agreed to
consider Sheikh Rashid’s demand for resigning from the assemblies
and coming out on the streets and march towards Jati Umra to over-
throw the Sharif brothers. The latest media reports say that the three
parties will be meeting in Islamabad soon to chart out their future
course of action.
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Doing business in Pakistan was never easy. But it’s getting increasingly
difficult with the passage of time. The latest proof of this is the World Bank’s
Doing Business survey this year in which Pakistan’s ranking has dropped
from 144 to 147 among 190 countries. Significantly, Pakistan slipped from
its last year’s rating despite the introduction of some reforms in areas of
starting business and making international trade relatively easier.  This is
highly damaging to the government’s pro-business image ahead of the
next general elections.

The World Bank’s Doing Business Index is mostly used as a guide by
foreign investors to learn more about a country, affecting decisions on
pouring in money in the economy. International investors consult the report
and the Global Competitive-
ness Index of the World Eco-
nomic Forum before taking
decisions about their invest-
ment plans.

The Doing Business Index
is a flagship World Bank publi-
cation.  Each year the World
Bank conducts a survey and
publishes a comprehensive re-
port on Ease of Doing Business
and country ranking. The pa-
rameters considered in the sur-
vey are: Starting a Business,
Construction Permits, Getting
Electricity, Getting Credits, Pay-
ing Taxes, Cross-border Trad-
ing, Property Registration,
Contract Enforcement,  Resolv-
ing Insolvency, Protecting
Rights of Minority Sharehold-
ers. The latest report is the
fourteenth in a series of annual
reports measuring governmen-
tal regulations that enhance or
constrain business activity.
Doing Business looks at quan-
titative indicators on business
regulations and the protection

of property rights, which can be compared over time, across 190
economies. It measures regulations affecting different aspects of running
a business.

The World Bank report covers 190 economies and measures how close
each economy is to global best practices in business regulations. In South
Asia, Bhutan, at the 75th place in the Doing Business rankings, is the high-
est-ranked economy followed by India (100) and Nepal (105). Pakistan, at
the 147th position, was at number 6 in South Asia followed by Bangladesh
(177) and Afghanistan 183. 

According to the World Bank, since 2005 all economies around the
world have taken steps to improve the business environment.  Last year,
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for the first time, Doing Business compilers collected data for a second city
in economies with a population of more than 100 million. In Bangladesh,
it now analyses the business regulations in Chittagong and Dhaka; in India,
in Delhi and Mumbai; and in Pakistan in Lahore and Karachi.  As per latest
research, half of the economies around the world have an electronic data-
base for rights and encumbrances. However, much more still needs to be
done to make processing of business related matters easier. The report
has strongly criticised long enforcement times in many countries which
frustrate freedom of contract and limits freedom of contract in the areas of
future determination of contract price, exclusion of liability for gross negli-
gence and public policy and legal capacity.

Pakistan received extremely adverse scores on getting electricity, trad-
ing across borders and paying taxes — all federal subjects — where the
country was ranked 167th, 171st and 172nd, respectively. Other countries
that have similar rankings in these indicators include Afghanistan and
some African countries. Is this how we are positioning ourselves in the
global marketplace?

The report is based on surveys carried out in Karachi and Lahore. Pak-
istan lost 16 positions on the indicator of paying taxes, standing at 172,
according to the 2018 report. Last year, Pakistan’s ranking was 156. One
of the reasons behind the dismal performance was the increase in overall
tax rates that surged to 33.8% of total profits. Although the PML-N gov-
ernment reduced the overall corporate tax rate to 30%, it imposed Super
Tax on big companies that jacked up tax contribution. Due to multiplicity
of taxes, people and companies made 47 tax payments every year which
consumed 311.5 hours. Instead of broadening the tax base, the govern-
ment relied heavily on the existing extremely narrow tax base to meet its
additional revenue requirements. This made business uncompetitive.

The indicator on “getting electricity” not only covers procedural days
but also measures associated costs, reliability of supply, transparency of
tariffs, price of electricity, etc. India has an astoundingly high global rank
of 29 on getting electricity, where it takes merely 47 days to get a connec-
tion. Interestingly, average electricity price for industrial consumers is 20.3
cents per KWh in India and 18.8 cents in Pakistan. Reducing electricity
prices, as announced by the finance adviser, will therefore have little bear-

ing on our ranking, unless it is accompanied by other interventions to re-
duce procedural delays of several months.

Similarly, a business has to pay taxes and mandatory contributions on
11 counts, including corporate income tax, sales tax, employer pension
and social security contributions, etc. What is even more troublesome is
that these have to be paid in 47 instances every year, putting excessive
compliance burden. In China, a business only has to make three payments
a year. Many countries have simplified their clearance, customs inspec-
tions and port handling procedures so much that the whole process takes
about an hour. We, on the other hand, still take 5-6 days for exports and
11-12 days for imports. 

If one particular government department is to be blamed for the overall
poor performance, it is the Ministry of Finance, as the country’s ranking
nosedived on the indicators of paying taxes and getting credit. The findings
of the report serve as a rude reminder to the PML-N government that has
claimed making Pakistan an easier place to do business in, while also
helping it become one of the fastest 25 growing economies of the world.
Instead, the country was ranked at 43 from the bottom on the influential
global index. This year, Pakistan did make it easier to “start a business”,
“register property”, “strengthened minority shareholders protection” and
made it easier to “do trade across the border”. It also introduced electronic
processing of documents for exports and imports and strengthened port
infrastructure. But all this was not enough to improve its ranking in the
world index. The report provides ample food for thought to the country’s
policy makers.

Doing Business indicators provide a good starting point for policy re-
forms. Serious issues like adverse security, corruption, limited access to
credit, poor infrastructure and non-availability of skilled labour also need
to be tackled if we are serious about creating enough jobs for almost two
million youth entering the workforce every year.

Recently, Minister for Finance Miftah Ismail said that the government
is taking all possible measures to reduce the cost of doing business. Let’s
hope he keeps his promise.  The government needs to undertake large
scale economic, legal and administrative reforms and bold decisions to
make Pakistan attractive for investment.
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The newly-introduced reforms in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas
(FATA) will ensure the provision of education, health and other civic facili-
ties to locals, for the first time in Pakistan’s history. It will also consolidate
the country’s gains against terrorists and improve its image in the world
after better management of the border with Afghanistan.

Envisaged by military and civilian officials under the National Action
Plan (NAP) to counter terrorism in the country, the move aims to merge
FATA with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) in phases. It is a landmark decision
of the government but the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) cannot take its credit because it delayed the issue as long as possible
as it feared it would politically benefit its archrival Pakistan Teheek-i-Insaf
(PTI) of Imran Khan in the next election. Its allies, JUI-F Ameer Maulana
Fazlur Rehman and Pakhtunkhwa Milli Awami Party (PkMAP) Chief
Mehmood Khan Achakzai, opposed the bill till the end and when the gov-
ernment refused to budge from its stance over overwhelming public sen-
timent, they demanded a new province for the tribal people, in a bid to
garner their support ahead of the general election. They also frightened
the tribal people with “brutalities” of the police and incited them not to pro-
vide land for police stations. However, their opposition to the reforms has
exposed them to the public. The government of Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi still plans to mobilise public support in favour of the PML-
N in a bid to take credit for the abolition of the draconian Frontier Crimes

Regulation ahead of the general elections.
Earlier, the National Assembly passed a bill to extend the jurisdiction

of the Supreme Court (SC) and the Peshawar High Court (PHC) to the
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), paving the way for its merger
with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in a few months. The bill was passed comfort-
ably as it faced opposition only from the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl (JUI-
F) lawmakers. JUI-F MNA Naeema Kishwar presented amendments to the
bill which were rejected by the House. FATA MNAs embraced and con-
gratulated each other after the bill was passed. They said a longstanding
demand of the people of the area had been accepted. Leader of the Op-
position Khursheed Shah said the House had first successfully brought
about election reforms and now extended the courts’ jurisdiction to the
tribal areas. “The FATA people have made huge sacrifices and they should
now be rewarded with merger,” he said.

Before the reforms, the affairs in the areas were regulated by the Fron-
tier Crimes Regulation (FCR), according to which jirgas accorded punish-
ment in civil and criminal cases on the basis of their own traditions and
beliefs while the state had a limited role. With a political agent as the judi-
cial authority, criminal and civil cases were decided by him. The move to
extend the jurisdiction of the courts was previously rejected by the oppo-
sition as it was perceived to be a delaying tactic by the government to avoid
the merger in a bid to appease its coalition partners. Earlier, the federal
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cabinet had approved the extension of the Supreme Court and the Islam-
abad High Court (IHC) to FATA in September last year but the NA Standing
Committee on Law and Justice changed it to the Peshawar High Court
from the Islamabad High Court (IHC) as MNAs from the areas said it would
be extremely difficult for people to travel to the federal capital for justice. A
bill to merge FATA with Khyber Pakhtunkhwa still hangs in the balance be-
cause of opposition by the JUI-F and PkMAP. The JUI-F chief says the
area must be allowed to maintain its independent identity and any decision
about its future must be taken in accordance with the wishes of its resi-

dents. However, he has been left alone. He has realised that tribal people
do not support him on his demand for a separate province and he has no
support in the parliament on the issue either.

According to experts, the PMLN-N government delayed the reforms till
the next election to attract votes but the move has proved to be counterpro-
ductive for it and its allies. It deliberately proposed the extension of the ju-
risdiction of the Islamabad High Court (IHC) to FATA instead of the Peshawar
High Court (PHC). It included the Peshawar High Court (PHC) after protests
from the opposition. However, the reforms will still be incomplete if local gov-

ernments are not set up in the region. As
the writ of higher courts is now applicable
to it, it will also become imperative to set
up an efficient policing system in the re-
gion. It will create new jobs for the locals
and stem migration to other parts of the
country.

The merger will also add 20 seats to
the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Assembly and
the number of seats of the house would
increase to 144. The seats of the province
in the National Assembly will also in-
crease to almost 70, which would en-
hance its role in national politics. The
number will be the highest after the Pun-
jab which has 148 general seats in the
National Assembly and plays a major role
in the formation of the government at the
Centre. Sindh has 61 general seats while
Balochistan has only 14. The situation is
ideal for the ruling party of the province to
win the maximum number of seats. The
PTI has already forged an electoral al-
liance with the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-S of
Samiul Haq, an archrival of the JUI-F. It
has also announced a Rs10,000 monthly
honorarium for prayer leaders in the
province to woo religious votes in the
wake of the revival of the Muttahida Ma-
jlis-e-Amal (MMA). If the PTI manages to
win 40 National Assembly seats in the
next election, its chances of forming the
government at the Centre and the
province will brighten.
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A change of government in Balochistan points out serious political uncer-
tainty in the most impoverished, restive and largest province of Pakistan
in terms of land area. A revolt in the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) and the election of Abdul Quddus Bizenjo as chief minister could
spell the revival of the Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid (PML-Q) and de-
cline of the ruling party in the next election.

The change also highlights the importance of opposition parties in a
democratic setup and teaches a lesson to the ruling party that a numerical
edge does not mean a free hand to favour a few. First, the PML-N gov-
ernment called a no-confidence motion against its Chief Minister Sanaullah
Zehri as a step by the establishment to delay or sabotage Senate elec-
tions, which are due in March. Then, it blamed the Pakistan Peoples Party
(PPP) for horse trading to deprive it of its due share in the Senate. Despite
holding many lengthy meetings, the ruling party has not presented any ev-
idence of the involvement of the establishment or horse trading by the PPP
to the public. In his handwritten resignation, former Chief Minister
Sanaullah Zehri admitted that some of his closest colleagues had ex-
pressed their no-confidence in him. “I could not redress their grievances
despite serious efforts. I attempted to take along all parties but it was not
easy to lead a coalition government. I tried my best to improve law and
order and succeeded to a large extent. I salute all law enforcement agen-
cies for their efforts. I also started development projects in all districts of
the province. As a large number of PMAs are dissatisfied with me, I do not
wish to hang on,” he added.

Abdul Quddus Bizenjo was elected chief minister after 41 lawmakers
in the 65-strong Balochistan Assembly voted for him. A number of legisla-
tors crossed the floor and voted against their party lines. MPA Manzoor
Khan Kakar of the Pakhtunkhwa Milli Party (PkMAP), an ally of the PML-
N, violated his party’s instruction and voted for Bizenjo. Later, he took oath
as minister. The National Party, which is the third largest party in the
house, had announced a boycott of the voting, but its legislators who
reached the assembly voted for Bizenjo. Almost all PML-N leaders, includ-
ing Nawab Jangayz Marri and Tahir Mehmood, also voted for him. Before
the election of the new chief minister, the PML-N was a majority party in
Balochistan with 21 members, expecting to elect at least five senators from
the province in March, but after the defections it may not be able to win
even a single seat from the province in the Senate. The party is left with
former Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri as its only member in the provincial
assembly.

The most painful aspect for the ruling party is that it has lost the coveted

seat to the PML-Q, which is its archrival. Its chief minister, Sanaullah Zehri,
had to step down after legislators belonging to the PML-N and allied par-
ties had withdrawn support to him. It received another setback as it failed
to manage the election of its allied party PkMAP’s Agha Syed Liaquat, who
could bag only 13 votes. Bizenjo had bagged only 544 votes to win his
provincial assembly seat in the 2013 election, which was a new record for
the lowest votes in the country. The PML-Q had only six MPAs in the
house. Bizenjo’s 41 votes from a total of 65 is an unbelievable achieve-
ment in the prevailing situation. It has given a new lease of life to his party
which had almost been wiped out after the 2013 election. The party has
now come at a par with the PPP and the PTI which control Sindh and Khy-
ber Pakhtunkhwa(KP), respectively.

The election of the new chief minister also proves that the Jamiat
Ulema-i-Islam (JUI-F) of Maulana Fazlur Rehman cannot be trusted. It is
part of the government at the Centre and Maulana Fazlur Rehman is a
staunch supporter of former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and defends him
at all forums even on the corruption charges against him. However, his
party played an important role in the ouster of PML-N Chief Minister
Sanaullah Zehri and the election of his opponent Abdul Quddus Bizenjo.
Now the JUI-F has the experience of working with the PML-N, the PPP
and the PML-Q. Some say it will also have good relations with the PTI of
Imran Khan if his party comes to power after the next election.

When the no-confidence move was initiated against Zehri, it was feared
that the Balochistan Assembly would not be able to elect its new chief min-
ister and the Senate election could be delayed. The threat has been
averted for the time-being. Now the question is whether the Senate elec-
tion will be held on schedule in March or the PPP, the PTI and the PML-Q
will play some role to delay the process. Provincial legislatures form the
electoral college for the Upper House of parliament and the problem for
the PML-N is that three assemblies are controlled by opposition parties.
The PPP and the PTI have expressed their support for the conduct of the
Senate election on time. However, it is difficult to predict whether they will
stick to their position if the situation changes and the PML-Q leadership
forces its chief minister to dissolve the Balochistan Assembly to damage
the PML-N’s position.

As three provincial assemblies are in the control of opposition parties,
they can disrupt the Senate elections anytime or force the government to
hold early polls by dissolving them. The fate of the government is in the
hands of the opposition parties and the situation will become clear in Feb-
ruary. 
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The recent statement of Afghanistan President Dr. Ashraf Ghani that his army
would not last more than six months and the Afghan government would also
collapse without the support of the United States is a candid admission of the
weakness of the institutions in Afghanistan. The statement itself is based on
realistic assessments and has far reaching implications for peace in the coun-
try and the region.

Ghani made the disclosure during an interview with US media channel
Cable Broadcast System (CBS) program CBS 60 Minutes broadcast. An im-
portant feature of the statement is that it reveals the total dependence of
Afghanistan on Washington. This is quite startling because, in other words, it
means that Afghanistan has totally failed to evolve a viable state structure in
the last over 16 years of the post-Taliban period. This is, indeed, disturbing
for the international community and particularly for the neighbours of
Afghanistan, specifically Pakistan. It is to be noted that in the same TV pro-
gram, top US commander in Afghanistan General John Nicholshon said that
with a new strategy of Washington in Afghanistan in place, involving increasing
US pressure on Pakistan to cooperate in defeating the Afghan Taliban insur-
gency, he was sure the longest war of US history can be won.

During the interview Ghani said that “there are factories producing suicide
bombers. We are under, siege. . . By terrorizing the people, the Taliban have
sown deep doubts about the government.”  Ghani statements regarding the
weakness of the Afghan state apparatus and the critical support of the US al-
though is generally well-known, but its emanation from the Afghan president
is, indeed, shocking. After Ghani’s statement it is now beyond doubt that all
the international community efforts, particularly those of Washington, to give
a sustainable state structure to Afghanistan have failed. This is really a colos-
sal loss because Washington has lost around 2,400 lives and has spent more
than one trillion dollars in Afghanistan. The biggest challenge to the US-
backed Kabul government has been the insurgency of the Afghan Taliban.
The US along with its NATO allies and 300,000-plus Afghan National Security
Forces (ANSF), have been unable to defeat the insurgency of the Afghan Tal-
iban. Independent estimates cite the number of Afghan Taliban between
30,000 to 40,000.  

Insofar as General Nicholson’s statement that the new US war strategy in
Afghanistan would achieve what was not achieved in the 16-year long war in
Afghanistan is concerned, it is merely face saving. Because the new US strat-
egy focuses on the Pakistan factor in Afghanistan. There is no denying the
fact that Pakistan has been a key factor in Afghanistan since the 1970s and
has been a key supporter of the Afghan Taliban, during the war against the
Soviet Union. However, having said that, expecting pressurizing Pakistan
would achieve desired results for Washington in Afghanistan, namely, that of
defeating the Taliban, is somewhat unrealistic. Blaming Pakistan for the entire
mess in Afghanistan is merely externalizing the Afghan conflict whereas most
of the problem lies within Afghanistan. Ghani’s admission that the Afghan army
and state would collapse in just six months without US support is itself incon-
trovertible proof of Afghanistan’s internal weakness.

The problem with Afghanistan is that the state has not had a modern
sustainable structure. Afghanistan has been an extension of a deeply

rooted tribal society. Over the long period of its existence, Afghanistan could
not overcome the tribal structure and develop in various ways so that a
modern state apparatus could evolve. The Afghan Taliban have been the
product of external engineering of the Afghan tribal society to suit American
needs. Consequently, Pakistan has also suffered greatly because of this
engineering. However, the sustainability of the Afghan insurgency has much
to do with the failure of successive Afghan regimes since the ouster of the
Taliban regime by the US-NATO forces in late 2001. The US and its NATO
allies also could not assess the exact nature of the conflict and insurgency
in Afghanistan. Therefore, they have not been able to neutralize the conflict
and put an end to the insurgency. If Washington and its allies think that they
have a correct analysis of the conflict and insurgency in Afghanistan then
the logical reason for their failure must be the effectiveness of the Taliban
militia and its asymmetrical warfare strategy. If this is the case, then it also
implies the limitations of the US-NATO forces and their faulty war strategy.
But this argument is difficult to accept. Because Washington is by far the
most sophisticated military power, having the most advanced weaponry in
the world. The problem has to do with unsuccessful nation-building efforts
and ineptness of Washington in Afghanistan.

The US introduced the existing Afghan constitution and fashioned it after
its own presidential system. The latter was the best which the US thought for
Afghanistan but the problem has been the elected presidents not the institution
of the presidency. The two presidents which Afghanistan has had since the
introduction of the existing constitution in 2003, namely Hamid Karzai and
Ashraf Ghani have lacked the ability to address the multipronged conflict and
issues of Afghanistan. They could not lead from the front. The problem has
been that both, despite being elected to the office lacked legitimacy in the
sense that both have not been the choice of all the ethnic groups of
Afghanistan. Hamid Karzai was handpicked by the US and its NATO allies
and made chief executive and then elected as president. Karzai’s only cre-
dentials had been his limited anti-Taliban resistance, his American residence
and, to a certain extent, his Pakhtun ethnic background. Whereas, Ashraf
Ghani also only has to his credit his American doctoral degree and living for
a long time there and his Pakhtun ethnic background. Both these men, of
whom Ghani has been the far more articulate and committed, could not un-
derstand the dynamics of the crisis in Afghanistan; Karzai’s personal political
and economic interests, also prevented him to lead from the front. The West-
ern allies banking on Karzai and Ghani has proved disastrous for Afghanistan,
as both for their personal reasons have not been very serious to meaningfully
engage with the Taliban for peace talks. This lack of commitment on part of
both the presidents has largely been due to the anti-Taliban government offi-
cials, who surround the two men, who have been totally against engaging with
the Taliban. Moreover, much of the energies of both these men have had spent
on clubbing together odd political alliances to keep their rule afloat. Due to
which they even have had to include former anti-Taliban or non-Taliban war-
lords as part of their regimes. Institution building has not been their priority.
Consequently, Ghani today himself is admitting that the Afghan state and se-
curity apparatus is just an illusion created by Washington. 
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Scared of humiliation in the Balochistan Assembly, where the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) chief minister was dislodged unceremo-
niously, the Punjab government of Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif has
started keeping a vigilant eye on its legislators. It has employed civilian in-
telligence agencies to monitor their movement. Some dissidents have been
promised required funds and warned of cases if they revolt.

There are many reasons for the ruling party to panic. February will be
the most important month to decide about its future. All corruption cases
against former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his family and their appeals
in courts will be decided in the month and they could be jailed in more than
one case. It will panic legislators of the ruling party, leading to desertions.
February is also a safe month for resignations because it will be less than
three months before the general elections and the government would not
be able to hold by-polls on vacant seats. A large number of resignations
are expected in the month. Over 200 legislators had joined the ruling party
after winning the last election as independent candidates. Over 60 of them

were members of the National Assembly (MNAs) and the rest were mem-
bers of the Punjab Assembly (MPAs). All of them could leave the ruling
party now. It is said most of them are willing to join the Pakistan Tehreek-i-
Insaf (PTI), but the party is not in a position to accommodate all of them in
the election. They will have to join other parties or run as independent can-
didates.

Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has compounded problems not
only for himself, but his party and younger brother through harsh criticism
of the establishment and the judiciary. In a recent rant, he said Bangladeshi
leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who had led a movement for the breakup
of Pakistan, was a patriot but he was turned into a rebel (by the establish-
ment). “Even today, such games are being played,” he told a group of
lawyers and said he wanted to forget all incidents of “injustice meted out to
him” but warned “my soul should not be inflicted with wounds that I lose
control of my emotions and burst out.” He said, “We all are responsible for
not raising our voices against the judiciary when it gave military dictators
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the right to make changes to the Constitution. Judges gave away the right
that they themselves didn’t have. We know how our judicial system wel-
comed dictators and martial law administrators and invented the Doctrine
of Necessity and yet we never held anyone accountable. The standard of
justice should be the same for everyone.” He has also announced a move-
ment for the “restoration of justice” in the country, in an apparent attempt to
put pressure on the judiciary and the establishment to find a way out of cor-
ruption charges and certain jail.

Meanwhile, the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) has filed a sup-
plementary reference against the Sharif family in the pending London flats
case. The reference lists seven new witnesses of which two are based in
the United Kingdom (UK). Their statements have already been docu-
mented. It also includes evidence found during investigations under the
new NAB chairman. TV interviews of Nawaz Sharif, Maryam Nawaz, Hasan
Nawaz and Hussain Nawaz are also part of the evidence. The NAB exec-
utive board has already approved a corruption references against ousted
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his younger brother and Punjab Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif over the allegedly illegal construction of a road
leading to their residence in 2000. The Sharif brothers allegedly caused a
loss of nearly Rs125 million to the national exchequer by illegally construct-
ing a two-way road between Raiwind and the Sharif family residence in
2000. NAB has also filed a review petition in the Supreme Court to reopen
the Rs1.2 billion Hudaibiya Paper Mills reference, in which both Nawaz and
Shahbaz are named along with other members of their family. It has also
approved an investigation against several former ministers and government
officials in the Nandipur power project scam. Since 2012, NAB has been

investigating the Nandipur power project scam which caused a Rs113 bil-
lion loss to the national exchequer.

Shahbaz Sharif was also summoned by NAB for irregularities, causing
a loss of billions of rupees to the national exchequer in the Ashiana-e-Iqbal
housing scheme. An investigation is underway in the project of construction
and expansion of the Kachhi Canal, in which the cost was raised from an
estimated Rs30 billion to Rs210 billion due to corrupt practices. The Punjab
Directorate of General Public Relations and the Information and Culture
Department are also facing inquiries for misusing authority and causing mil-
lions of rupee losses to the national exchequer. The Punjab government is
involved in the cases, one way or another. The Lahore High Court is already
hearing a case against the chief minister for setting up 56 public sector
companies, allegedly in violation of the rules and regulations. The compa-
nies have not only caused a loss of billions of rupees without any work for
years, but also devoured over Rs80b through corruption. It appears the sit-
uation will become difficult for him in few months.

The PML-N can face a Balochistan-like revolt in its home province after
former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his children are jailed, which is ex-
pected in February. As the Punjab chief minister also faces an uncertain
future with a number of cases against him, legislators of the ruling party will
desperately look for better options. They know that no party in Pakistan can
survive by challenging the establishment and the judiciary. They have seen
their party men leave the sinking ship in Balochistan. The PML-N was a
majority party in Balochistan with 21 members but it was left with only one
member, former Chief Minister Sanaullah Zehri, after the revolt. It can also
happen in the Punjab.
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Former federal interior minister, Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan, just before leaving
his duties, disclosed that multiple threats were faced by the country and they
are so grave that national solidarity and the state’s integrity was at stake. He
did not elaborate upon the nature of the threats but stated that they were ex-
tremely serious. To date no one has elucidated the threats either from the gov-
ernment or military. However, this does not mean that Nisar Ali Khan was
wrong; indeed, there are certain serious threats to the country and there is
some realization within the powers-that-be about them. But it is another matter
whether the political will or vision is there to take on these threats.

The foremost threat in this regard is the large-scale extremism in the name
of religion within the country. The government knows that there are innumer-
able groups and individuals, who have been a part of, or are a part of extremist
enterprises. The government may have launched some large-scale successful
military operations against terrorists and militants. However, the extremist or-
ganizations, institutions and networks, which have been behind these terrorists
and militants, are still very much intact. Against this backdrop, the statement
of Chaudhry Nisar bears weight. Otherwise he would not have stated that mul-
tiple dangers were looming over the state despite the conduct of extremely
successful offensives against armed groups. The magnitude and strength of
extremist organizations and networks is such that it is very difficult, if not im-
possible, for the state and its agencies to dismantle them.

A very important aspect of the extremist networks in Pakistan is that they
have developed very complex command, control and support system. The
command of the extremist networks is generally faceless in the sense that it
is very difficult to identify. This is either because leaders of the extremist groups
do not consider themselves as pejoratively fundamentalists or fail to realize
the negative effect of their activities on state and society. In this case when
the leaders of extremist networks do not realize their operations as detrimental
with adverse repercussions for the state and society, it is very difficult for the
state and its apparatus to convince them to stop their activities. Because these
extremist leaders regard any government action against them as “illegal”,
rather a hurdle in their “religious” duties. This situation is, indeed, explosive
because these heads of fundamentalist networks have a huge social influence
and public following. Any corrective action by the government is often por-
trayed as an action against religion, in order to exploit public sentiments. Due
to this profound sensitivity of the situation, the government often choses not
to take action against leaders of extremist networks. This has been the case
with successive federal and provincial governments and other state agencies
due to which extremist networks have been growing in scale and scope with-
out inhibition.

On the other hand, even if the leaders of radical religious groups and net-
works are cognizant of the anti-state and anti-social nature of their activities,
they have been keeping themselves involved in them primarily because of the
economic and social benefits. Most of the leaders of the extremist networks
have come from modest economic backgrounds and whatever fortune they
have made has been due to their extremist activities. Therefore, they are not
at all ready to give up their economic base, or sources of sustenance. The
fact of the matter is that most of the leaders of the extremist religious networks
joined these webs in search of occupation; therefore, they won’t leave them
easily. These leaders have also been acting boldly and with impunity due to
government consistent inaction.

Most of the extremist networks are controlled by bodies of individuals who
have close relations with one another often in the shape of teacher-pupils.
These networks of individuals in turn are controlled by a high profile social,
political, economic and, above all, religious elite. The social elites use extremist
religious networks for their respective vested social, political and economic
interests. The social elite, particularly religious elite’s control of the extremist
networks is profoundly significant. Due to the elite say in the legislative busi-
ness at different tiers of government, any law dealing with extremist groups
and networks is very difficult to make. Consequently, the state and government
are found tending to negotiate with the fundamentalist enterprise. Another
very important aspect of the control edifice of extremist networks in Pakistan
is that they are not only dominated by the local social elites, but the latter also
have links with power structures in other countries. This makes the structure
extremely complex and difficult to negotiate. Because power structures in
many so-called friendly Muslim countries of Pakistan have links with extremist
organizations of Pakistan. Therefore, Pakistani authorities due to fear of es-
tranging friendly Muslim countries have been desisting from taking action
against extremist networks.

The biggest ground level support to extremist webs comes from the con-
servative sections of society, which assume the genuineness of the agenda
and argument of such organizations. As this section conslitutes the largest
part of Pakistani society, extremist groups capitalize on this support. This sup-
port is critical for the survival and growth of extremist groups. The support
does not only come in the form of moral or political backing, but also, more
importantly, in the shape of cash and kind. Without this money and material
support extremist organizations could not even think of operating. It is impor-
tant to note that the support in cash in kind is both voluntary and enforced.
Another very important support from ultra-conservative and poverty-stricken
sections of society to extremist groups comes in the shape of dedicating sons
and wards to these organizations. This dedication of sons and wards to ex-
tremist organizations by families is largely due to their poverty and their reli-
gious sentiments. Both these are exploited by fundamentalist organizations
to replenish their ranks. Apart from Pakistan, over decades the financial sup-
port to Pakistani extremist groups from foreign countries has increased man-
ifold and so much so that they are no longer dependent on local alms. As the
foreign money came with strings attached, the recipient organizations would
also follow the sectarian agenda of the donors. This has played an instrumen-
tal role in sectarianism.

Seeing the deep destabilizing effects of extremist organizations on Pak-
istani state and society, enemy states of Pakistan also started funding these
organizations indirectly, and even directly, by buying individuals within them.
The indirect financial support from enemies of Pakistan to our fundamentalist
organizations was easily managed by using illegal and unofficial money trans-
fers mechanisms like Hawala and Hundi from Arab-Gulf countries to Pakistan.
So nobody in Pakistan exactly knows the scale of financial investment by foes
of Pakistan in the country’s radical religious outfits. However, according to re-
serve estimates it is huge. The matter is made tricky due to refusal by extrem-
ist organizations to open their accounts for official audit and government lack
of political will to go about checking their accounts.

The extremist enterprise in Pakistan has become so huge and dangerous
that it is the single most potent threat to our social cohesion and state survival. 
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State Bank's quarterly report for July-September, 2017, released on
19th January, 2018, presents a comprehensive picture of the national
economy to-date, along  with its prospects for the remaining part of
2017-18. The ongoing activities both in the industrial and agriculture
sectors have been discussed in detail, while useful suggestions have
been given to grapple with the challenges in the external sector.

According to the SBP report, preliminary data on key macro-eco-
nomic indicators suggest that growth momentum remained strong dur-
ing the first quarter of current fiscal year."Supported by sufficient water
availability, healthy fertilizer off take and increase in agricultural credit
disbursement, all the major Kharif crops, with the exception of cotton,
achieved or surpassed the targets. The LSM also experienced a 10 per-
cent growth during Q1-FY18.

The high growth could be attributed to better energy availability, im-
proved security situation and rising consumer demand. The healthy per-
formance of commodity producing sectors had a positive impact on the
services sector as well. Timely policy support, favourable cyclical move-
ments, stable inflation and growing confidence triggered an upswing in
the private sector credit, particularly for fixed investment. There was a
healthy rebound in FBR revenues on the back of increased economic
activity: "New infrastructure projects, surge in imports, higher consump-
tion of consumer durables and increased prices and consumption of
POL products significantly contributed to both direct and indirect taxes."
At the same time, the report has emphasized the need for more con-
certed efforts aimed at expanding the tax base.

In the external sector, there were significant gains in export growth
and foreign direct investment but these gains were not enough to con-
tain the balance of payments deficit. Import payments far exceeded
those positives and the external sector remained under pressure. The
widening of current account deficit along with an increase in economic
activity is a recurring phenomenon in Pakistan and there was "an urgent
need to find innovative policy mix, avenues for raising foreign exchange
earnings and realigning policies favouring export growth." The report
has also underlined the need to address long-standing structural re-
forms in the fiscal and external sectors.

As for the outlook for FY18, prospects for GDP growth remain
strong. The economy is well poised to achieve the growth target of 6
percent. Inflation during the year would remain below its annual target
of 6 percent but there are two major risks to this forecast. First, recent
exchange rate depreciation could seep into domestic prices after some
lag. Secondly, uncertain global oil prices pose an upside risk due to
agreement between Opec and non-Opec countries to cut oil production,
unfavourable effects of political shakeup in Saudi Arabia and rising ten-
sions in the Middle East. SBP projects the current account deficit to be
between 4.0-5.0 percent of GDP during FY18 as against the projection
of 2.6 percent. Fiscal accounts balance may also remain under pres-

sure as well and fiscal target of 4.1 percent of GDP may be missed. Al-
though the performance with regard to tax collection has been as per
expectations, but development spending is maintaining the momentum
and current expenditures have risen significantly.

There are both positive and negatives in the situation. It is a good
augury that Pakistan's growth momentum was strong during the first
quarter of FY18. All the major Kharif crops surpassed targets except
cotton, while the large scale manufacturing sector has also done ex-
ceptionally well. Other sectors of the economy are also showing a bet-
ter performance due to close linkages. It seems that Pakistan would be
able to achieve a growth rate of 6 percent or so after so many years
and this will help raise the per capita income and instill a hope for better
prospects of life among the public in the coming years.

Inflation is also likely to be contained within the targeted level but
the SBP has pointed out that there are expectations of higher inflation
due to the recent depreciation of the rupee and higher international oil
prices which are likely to be passed on to the domestic consumers.
However, the SBP is rightly concerned about the fiscal and external
sectors. Though the FBR has done reasonably well in tax collections,
development and current expenditures are rising fast with the result
that overall fiscal deficit of the country may be in the range of 5.0-6.0
percent as against the target of 4.1 percent of GDP.

Obviously, such a negative development would necessitate higher
borrowings from the banking system as non-banking borrowings, es-
pecially through the NSS, are on the decline. This will force the banks
to reduce their lending to the private sector which could be a blow to
the real sector of the economy. Another negative element is the rising
burden of debt. In absolute terms, public debt stock went up to Rs 22.0
trillion by September, 2017, from Rs 21.4 trillion at the end of June,
2017. If this rising trend is not contained, the country could face a lot
of issues in the management of the economy in the days ahead.

Overall, the biggest challenge facing the country is the mounting
current account deficit which is persistently going up due to surge in
imports. That is why the SBP has advised the government to address
this problem head on. According  to the latest data, the country's C/A
balance has posted a deficit of dollar 7.4 billion during the first half of
FY18 as compared to dollar 4.6 billion in the comparable period last
year, depicting an increase of dollar 2.8 billion or 59 percent.

The SBP believes that increasing global commodity demand and
prices and the recent exchange depreciation is likely to reflect positively
on exports. While this may be partly true, the increasing demand in the
economy for imports may easily outstrip the gains from the rise in ex-
ports and leave the country more vulnerable to external shocks. Need-
less to say, growing deficit in the external sector is the most serious
issue. It is now the duty of the SBP to keep the government on its toes
and goad it to take steps to improve the situation. 
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The education authorities in Punjab as well as the ruling party felt elated
when the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development
(DFID) appreciated the provincial government for adopting “praiseworthy
measures in the field of education and provision of training to the youth”.
Ms. Joanna Reid, Head of DFID Pakistan, admitted in a meeting with Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif that the province had made excellent utilisation
of resources and the government was heading in the right direction in the
education sector. 

The chief minister told his visitor that outsourcing of public schools was
producing positive results. He claimed that the provincial government had
earmarked a historic Rs345 billion funds for the education sector, which
was Rs33 billion more than the amount earmarked in the outgoing financial
year.

He said that the Punjab government outsourced 4,300 schools showing
poor performance, and later on the number of students in these schools
went up. He said that 10,000 more schools would be outsourced. 

A spokesperson for Punjab Schools Education Minister Rana Mash-
hood Ahmad Khan told Cutting Edge by telephone that the education pol-
icy of the Pakistan Muslim League-N government in Punjab was producing
great results. “Even international organisations are appreciating the initia-
tives taken by the School Education Department Punjab,” he claimed. He
said that special measures have been taken for ending gender disparity
in the field of education. Scholarships for girl students under the Zaivar-e-
Taleem Programme have been increased in 16 less-developed districts
and 462,000 girl students are benefiting from the programme. He said that
Rs6.5 billion had been earmarked in financial year 2017-18 for the pur-
pose, and thousands of additional classrooms are being constructed under
Khadim-e-Punjab School Programme with another Rs. 6.5 billion. As many
as 36,000 additional rooms in primary schools would be constructed
throughout the province during the current year, which would help bring
more children to the government schools, he hoped. However, he parried
a question when he was told that the Punjab provincial government cut al-
locations for the education sector in the current financial year (2017-18),
like in the previous financial year. According to Alif Ailaan education initia-
tive, allocation for education during the fiscal year 2017-18 was Rs345 bil-
lion (17.5% of the total budgetary allocations), which is one per cent less
than the allocations made in the financial year 2016-17.

Last year (2016-17), the finance bill showed that in its ninth consecutive
budget, the PML-N’s provincial government allocated Rs323 billion for ed-

uca-
tion, which was 19% of the total budget of Rs1,681 billion. The budget doc-
uments said that the education budget was 58% of the total annual
development programme (ADP), allocated for the year. During the financial
year 2015-16, it was 77% of the total ADP, hence 19% reduction in the al-
location.

And this year too, the budgetary allocations have been reduced by 1%,
compared with the last financial year. The government also failed to ap-
point the required number of teachers to all schools in the province, espe-
cially in rural areas. According to the Academy of Educational Planning
and Management (AEPMA) “around 15% of the total schools in Punjab
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have only one teacher, teaching multiple grades at public schools.” Out of
them, not more than 87% attend to their schools on average.

The spokesperson also boasted about new enrolments. But facts are
quite contrary to the claims. The Alif Ailaan report 2017 showed that the
proportion of enrolled children decreased in the early childhood pro-
grammes compared with 2015. A total of 51% of all school-aged children
within the age bracket of three to five years were enrolled in schools in
2016-17 as compared to 53% in 2015. Around 49% of children aged be-
tween three and five were currently not enrolled in any early childhood pro-
grammes.

Also, a total of 86% of all school-aged children between the ages of 6
and 16 years were enrolled in schools. Among them, 67% were enrolled
in public schools, whereas 33% were going to non-state institutions.
Around 30% went to private schools, 1% to madrasa and 1% to other in-
stitutes. 

The main purpose of all educational activity is make students gain
knowledge while in schools. However, the latest Alif Ailaan report showed
that students do attend schools in Pakistan, but the learning process
among them remains very poor. The most disturbing fact: the report
showed that learning levels of children in Punjab had deteriorated in the
past years. The survey found that 35% of class 5 children in Punjab could
not read a class 2 story in Urdu compared to 30% in 2015. Similarly, 72%
of class 3 children could not read a story in Urdu, an improvement from
73% in the previous year.

English learning levels have also deteriorated with 43% of class 5 chil-
dren not being able to read sentences of class 2, compared to 40% in
2015. The report revealed that 77% of class 3 children could not read class
2 level sentences as compared to 80% in the previous year. Arithmetic
learning levels have shown slight improvement as 40% of class 5 children
could not do two-digit division as compared to 41% in 2015. At the same
time, 77% children enrolled in class 3 could not do two-digit division in
2017 as compared to 82% in 2015.

Despite tall claims, still a large number of schools lack basic facilities.

Some 60% of government schools in Punjab have usable water. There are
54% toilets which cannot be called usable in government schools. Only
65% of government schools have boundary walls in the Punjab, the most
developed province of the country. Also, 9% of primary schools do not
have a blackboard, 14% do not have textbooks available for the children
and 46% do not have desks for the students. Only 56% of the public pri-
mary schools in the province have electricity.

The Alif Ailaan report also put out the revealing figures on District Ed-
ucation Rankings for 2017, showing that nine of the 10 top districts are
from Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa and only one from Punjab. In same survey for
2016, nine of top 10 were from Punjab; and none from KP. It must be a
real cause of concern for the PML-N provincial government, which has
been making tall claims of giving education topmost priority.

Another crucial area which needs the Punjab government’s attention
is legislation on education. The Punjab governor had promulgated the Pun-
jab Free and Compulsory Education Ordinance 2014 on May 13, which
was later introduced in the Punjab Assembly. Subsequently, the ordinance
was referred to the Standing Committee on Education for consideration.
The ordinance was passed on November 10, 2014. However, it is a pity
that rules of business are yet to be formulated for implementation of the
law, despite passage of another three years since the law was enacted in
this regard. 

Educationists believe the main issues facing the education sector in
the Punjab province are: poor quality and a rural-urban divide in access.
The situation is exacerbated by the lack of facilities and the apparent short-
age of good teachers. The government is good at SOP-driven initiatives,
but the human element is required to inspire a classroom. Motivating
teachers and giving them incentives to improve quality must be a focus of
the relevant authorities. It is good that for improving the quality of teaching,
the government had revamped teachers training programmes under the
Quaid-e-Azam Academy for Educational Development (QAED). However,
not tall claims but practical steps would be required to turn the slogan of
‘Parho Punjab, Barho Punjab (Learn Punjab, Prosper Punjab) into a reality. 
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The latest reports show that imports are growing at a high rate – up by 23
percent in July-November. Exports for November stood at $1.1 billion,
while imports are up by $4.2 billion. The increase in imports is four time
the exports, worsening an already too-wide trade deficit. Apparently, the
exports growth cannot substantially reduce the CA deficit.  The focus
should, therefore, be on reducing imports. But that is not happening. The
growth in imports is broad based – food imports are up by 19 percent with
the bulk of increase coming from cooking oil.

Machinery imports are up by 27 percent where the lion’s share in
growth is taken by power and electric machines. The most problematic
area is petroleum imports: they increased by 29 percent to reach $5.3 bil-
lion last year. According to experts, the demand can be curtailed in the
short run by jacking up petroleum prices, and in the long run by developing
indigenous energy resources.   As a whole,  the transport group imports

growth is outpacing the other goods imports; and this can be curbed
through interest rates tightening as auto finance is a big beneficiary of the
low interest rate environment. Similar is the case of the metal group in
which iron and steel imports are up due to protectionist policies.  

It seems that Pakistan is increasingly becoming dependent on import
of processed goods rather than on the import of primary goods. World De-
velopment Indicators reported value addition in the manufacturing sector
as a percentage of GDP at 12.7% in 2016, the lowest value since 1962.
The highest ever was in 2005 at 18.6%. This shows that while upgrading
the quality of infrastructure within the country, it is also crucial to maintain
the level of industrial growth. For this, a viable industrial policy that attracts
investments across several vital industries is the need of the hour.

Despite various remedial measures, the current account deficit is grow-
ing without any let-up. The trade deficit stood at $12 billion, up by 34 per-

Economics

Tariq Waseem

Curtailing imports 
is the only way
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cent, while the remittances remained flat (up
by 3% to $9.8bn) to explain why CAD is grow-
ing furiously. The FDI is up by 57 percent to
$1.1 billion to fill in some foreign financing
gap. But again, it’s too low to make any mean-
ingful impact. The SBP foreign exchange re-
serves came down by $3.2 billion in
July-November. The government raised $2.5
billion from global bonds in December and is
planning to go for another round of financing
soon.  Since the current account deficit is
growing without any brakes, the case for mon-
etary tightening is becoming imminent as the
currency depreciation alone might not be
enough to curb the import demand. 

The authorities have now realized the
gravity of the issue and have imposed regu-
latory duties on an array of imports, and have
depreciated the currency by around 7-8 per-
cent in this fiscal year.  The impact of regula-
tory duties imposed has not yet started biting.
In the recent round of 7-8 percent currency
depreciation, the impact may surface by end
January 2018. However, the emerging figures
in the months ahead will tell the real story.

The impact of regulatory duties imposed
would start reflecting from the January fig-
ures; though the dent would not be much. In
the recent round of 5 percent currency depreciation, the impact may sur-
face by February 2018. Hence, it’s time to wait to realize the impact of
steps taken to curb the current account deficit.

An important development is that exports have finally started to move
up a bit. The numbers grew by 12 percent in July-November with an in-
cremental growth being observed every month. Food exports are up by
16 percent owing to a onetime jump in sugar exports; a similar boost is
needed by exporting accumulated surpluses of wheat.

In case of textile exports, the value added sectors are showing some
promise as exporters are benefiting from the cash rebates in the textile
package. The recent 5 percent fall in currency may push export proceeds
further up in the months to come. Similar is the story of value added sec-
tors in other manufacturing as leather manufacturers’ exports are up by
29 percent. The toll is set to come close to the peak of FY15 in FY18.

Apparently, the exports growth can substantially reduce the CAD.  The
focus should therefore be on reducing imports. But that is not happening.
The growth in imports is broad based – food imports are up by 19 percent
with the bulk of increase emanating from cooking oil.

In case of machinery imports, the economic expansion is so far unper-

turbed by the balance of payment and political worries. They are up by 27
percent where the lion’s share in growth is taken by power and electric
machineries. Too much electric power is coming into the country, which
may surpass the country’s importing capacity; and electricity distribution
threshold may be reached soon. No need to mention the inefficiencies
demonstrated by the government as PSO is exporting back the imported
furnace oil after paying demurrage charges.

However, the recent shift in power policy for new projects from capac-
ity payment to take and pay policy may put a stop to the staggeringly
growing power supply. The textile machinery growth is moving up, which
is showing that the players are pumped up by recent measures. The most
problematic area is petroleum imports. The fuel oil imports may come
down going forward, but the RLNG imports would surely surpass the re-
placement. On the other hand, the steel industry is expanding and mon-
etary easing is helping construction grow. Plus, the infrastructure building
is also gathering pace as elections inch nearer. All these factors call for
imposing new import curbs. But it must be remembered that imports
growth can come down at the cost of sacrificing high growth in auto,
power and steel sectors. It’s a bitter pill that the economy must swallow.
And the sooner it is done, the better.
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Every inimical thing, which becomes an instrument to devalue and collapse
a society and state, is occurring in Pakistan. Political manoeuvrings, reli-
gious rallies, protests against the ruling elite’s plunder and apathy, marches
against injustice, corruption, unemployment , killings of innocent girls after
being raped, fake and staged encounters by police,  dharnas  against the
government’s anti-people, anti-religious and anti-state policies, suicides
due to poverty, helplessness, social and economic disparity, tremendous
increase in foreign debts, extremism and illiteracy, incessant explosions
and bomb blasts by militants, American President Trump’s threats, sanc-
tions and drone attacks, India’s anti-Pakistani policies and 'unprovoked fir-
ing’ across the Line of Control (LoC) by Indian troops have put the state of
Pakistan in a very precarious situation. 

Even, Nawaz Sharif, the PML-N’s leader and former prime minister, is
threatening the state and its institutions, especially the judiciary and the
army, openly and relentlessly. He has literary become a “security threat”
by declaring that Sheikh Mujibur Rehman was a pro-Pakistani leader and
patriot. But, the state institutions turned him into a traitor. To save his po-
litical power, the Sharif family and cover his corruption, Nawaz Sharif is
distorting history shamelessly. It is very sad, pathetic and ironic that a for-
mer prime minister is not accepting Sheikh Mujibur Rehman as a traitor
who conspired with India to dismember the country. Even, Indian prime
minister Modi has categorically announced that India gave help to Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman for creating Bangla Desh.  Many Indian officials and
thinkers have already declared Nawaz Sharif as "an Indian asset", who is
protecting India's  interests in Pakistan and the region. Nawaz Sharif's si-
lence on the arrest of the RAW spy Kulboshan, Dawn Leaks and, now,
such anti-Pakistan remarks corroborate their views.     

In fact, after being removed from the office of prime minister by the SC
in the Panama case, Nawaz Sharif is threatening that he could tread the
Sheikh Mujibur Rehman’s path if the apex court does not take its decision
back.  Addressing a gathering in Haripur, Nawaz Sharif repeated his sharp
criticism of the judiciary and attacked Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chair-
man Imran Khan. Referring to his disqualification by the Supreme Court,
he said: “Five judges threw Nawaz Sharif out, but the people’s court
elected him again. Double standards of justice are unacceptable. Justice
will be served if it remains the same for the rich, for the poor and for the
prime minister.”

In response, the PTI chief Imran Khan has criticised Nawaz Sharif for
manipulating the judiciary to get a verdict in his favour . In his messages
on twitter, Imran said: "NS's (Nawaz Sharif) problem is he has always
played with his own umpires and wanted a judge like Justice Qayyum
whom he could influence on writing a judgement. Hence SC decision trau-
matised him and has led him to carry out a campaign attacking the coun-
try's superior judiciary”. In another tweet, Imran said, “Now the motive
behind NS’s public meetings has become evident with his declaration that
the SC will have to take back their decision on his disqualification. He
[Nawaz] is seeking to build public pressure and in the process has let slip
the fake sincerity in his desperate cry: Mujhe kyun nikala.” 

There is no doubt that the apex court's decision has traumatised Nawaz
Sharif and many other leaders of the PML-N who are, now, taking very ir-
rational steps and decisions. In spite of telling the sources of Nawaz Sharif
and Sharif family's fortune and answering the questions of the SC, they
are maliging the court by terming the decision as a conspiracy against the

government and Sharif family. The PML-N has itself changed the Khatmee
Nobawat article in the constitution but when the Tehreek-i-Labaik Ya Ra-
sool Allaha staged a dharna against it, the party leadership labelled it as
a conspiracy against democracy. The Punjab police have killed 14 innocent
people, including women, and injured around 100 others belonging to the
PAT in Model Town. The JIT report clearly blames the Punjab CM Shahbaz
Sharif, Law Minister Rana Sana ullah and other police officers for these
killings, but when the PAT launched a protest , the government declared it
as a conspiracy against the democratic system. 

Now, the PML-N is terming the change of government in Balochistan ,
the PAT's Lahore protest in which erstwhile opponents, the PPP and the
PTI also participated, the NAB's notices in cases "involving land scams in
Lahore, the Multan Motorway, the mystery of the 56 companies that were
created out of nowhere, and the insider trading scam in the Bank of Pun-
jab", the SC's suo moto notices against the killings of little girls, including
Zainab, after being raped in Kasur, the poor conditions of the hospitals,
the contaminated drinking water, the closure of roads in front of the homes
of powerful people for security, fake police encounters, etc., as a conspir-
acy against the government, democracy and the country. 

In fact, Nawaz Sharif and the PML-N are using the word "conspiracy"
to conceal their corruption and bad governance. Everyone knows that the
PML-N's Punjab government uses the police force to control and tame
their opponents. Shahbaz Sharif has allegedly used the police even to kill
the people in Model Town. Recently, the Kasur police have killed three in-
nocent people who were protesting against the rape and killing of Zainab.
The Punjab police's incompetency, brutality and corruption can be seen in
the Kasur's child sexual killings and scandal since 2015.

To get justice, the parents of eight girls who had been raped and mur-
dered in Kasur since 2015 have appeared before the Supreme Court on
21 January and pleaded for justice.  "Give us justice," the parents � includ-
ing those of six-year-old Zainab whose body was found in a trash heap on
January 9 � pleaded before a three-member bench of the apex court, ac-
cording to news reports. The bench, headed by Chief Justice of Pakistan
Mian Saqib Nisar, was hearing a suo moto case on the grisly rape and
murder of the six-year-old that shocked the nation this month.  During the
hearing, the bench expressed its dissatisfaction over the progress of the
investigation into Zainab's murder.  "An unspeakable crime has been com-
mitted against an innocent girl," the bench remarked. Muhammad Idrees,
the regional police officer of Multan and head of the joint investigation team
probing the case, submitted to the court a report on the investigations. He
said that Zainab's case is the latest in eight similar incidents of assault and
murder since 2015. The bench remarked that if the police had taken the
matter seriously in 2015, eight girls could have been saved. 

In reality, Nawaz Sharif and the Sharif family and the corrupt ruling elite
are the real conspirators against the country and the democratic system.
Shaheen Sehbai writes:  "If democracy and the corrupt jokers pursuing it
keep extracting its revenge, do nothing positive, keep on drilling chainsaws
in the body politics, turn it into a mummy and nobody stops the rout in time,
how will this country be saved from implosion — economic, existential,
physical, societal, and even geographic? Someone has to explain. Some-
one has try and save it"!

Nawaz Sharif wants to become Sheikh Mujibur Rehman and only the
apex court can save Pakistan by stopping him from indulging in anti-state
activities.

Politics

Faheem Amir

The real conspirators
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Your View

DR. Tahirul Qadri’s demands and tactics were far from justifiable. His demands

that justice be done to the victims of the Model Town tragedy and the report

thereof be made public are legitimate. However, his haughty proclamations that

he would bring down the PML-N government and destroy it as a political party are

untenable and regrettable. The venue — The Mall — chosen for the protest im-

plied that Dr. Qadri intended to unleash disruption, inconvenience and mayhem

for the people of Lahore. That was utterly condemnable. This amounted to pun-

ishing people for the alleged crimes of the government. It was tantamount to vio-

lating the rights of these people in the name of exacting justice for others. That

sort of politics and protests are undemocratic, thug-like, and unacceptable.

An even sadder aspect of the protest was that two mainstream political parties

joined him in this disruptive venture. The PML-N also deserved the blame as it

failed to disclose and punish those responsible for the tragedy and refused to

make the inquiry report public. But for that, opportunistic forces might not have

got the excuse to bring the matter to such a pass. The growing trend of such

costly, disruptive, unconstitutional and undemocratic protests must be ended for

all times to come. Specific sites should be earmarked for all future protests. Laws

should be framed about acceptable forms and limits of protests.

Rahat Naseem

Karachi

Of Qadri’s protest

WHAT is the basis, logic and justification for charging a 10 per cent surcharge for

even a day’s delay in repayment of KESC bills beyond the due date?

Who gave this mandate to the utility organisation which has no ability to perform a

simple commercial activity properly and yet gets away with everyday breakdowns

causing losses worth billions of rupees to the nation.

Shujaur Rahman Khan

Karachi

KE surcharge

AT the press conference on January 23, following the arrest of Zainab’s

rapist and killer, Shahbaz Sharif’s appreciation of police officers and en-

couraging the participants to clap for them were disgusting and abom-

inable, particularly in the presence of Zainab’s grief-stricken father. This

was obvious.

Mr Sharif kept on posing as a hero of the day but he seemed least bothered

about the feelings of the father of the slain girl and her family. I strongly de-

nounce this apathetic attitude of the Punjab chief minister.

Hasan Afzaal 

Karachi

Obnoxious

THE Lahore ring road saves time and hassle for

millions. However, the recent hike in the toll is

illogical and far too steep. What used to be

Rs20 one-way fare was suddenly raised to

Rs35 one-way. This near 100pc rise means that

I am spending Rs70 a day for my commute (a

five-minute journey) to work and back.

The toll services have been privatised appar-

ently for better revenue collection and efficient

handling. It’s doing neither. 

The uniformed ‘new’ staff at toll plazas worked

in multiple rows for a week or so before revert-

ing to the previous practice of a single row

being manned by a plainclothesman staff lead-

ing to long queues.

It is requested that a rational tolling may please

be put in force, based on the length of the jour-

ney. It would also help to have a monthly or

yearly card/tag for daily commuters.

Junaid Israr Ahmed Khan

Lahore

Lahore ring road

THE recent comments by the Indian army chief

said that Islamabad’s nuclear bluff would only ag-

gravate the already tense relations between the

two neighbouring nuclear states underestimate

Pakistan’s nuclear capability, ignoring the fact that

Islamabad is fully capable of giving New Delhi a

befitting reply.

Indian aggressive posture towards Pakistan, in

general, and after the announcement of Trump’s

South Asia and Afghanistan policy, in particular,

posed serious threats to the regional stability and

security. 

Also, the greater role assigned to India by the US

is not only an attempt to sabotage the China-Pak-

istan Economic Cooperation (CPEC) project, but

also to jeopardise Pakistan’s national interest.

Pakistan needs to reassess its ties with the

United States which often encourage India to

adopt aggressive military doctrines and even con-

template military adventurism.

Noor Ahmed

Nawabshah

Aggressive Indian posture
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The mystery of vanishing honeybees
is still not definitively solved

Buckingham Palace is riddled with
ancient fossils, scientists confirm

Susan Milius Sarah Knapton
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Science

It was one of the flashiest
mysteries in the news
about a decade ago —
honeybee workers were
vanishing fast for no clear
reason. To this day, that
puzzle has never been
entirely solved, re-
searchers acknowledge.

And maybe it never will be. Colony collapse disorder, or CCD, as the sud-
den mass honeybee losses were called, has faded in recent years as mys-
teriously as it began. It’s possible the disappearances could start up again,
but meanwhile bees are facing other problems. CCD probably peaked
around 2007 and faded since, says Jeff Pettis, who during the heights of
national curiosity was running the Beltsville, Md., honeybee lab for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s research wing. And five years have passed
since Dennis vanEngelsdorp, who studies bee health at the University of
Maryland in College Park, has seen a “credible case” of colony collapse.

Beekeepers still report some cases, but Pettis and vanEngelsdorp aren’t
convinced such cases really are colony collapse disorder, a term that now
gets used for a slew of things that are bad for bees. To specialists, colony
collapse is a specific phenomenon. An apparently healthy colony over the
course of days or a few weeks loses much of its workforce, while eggs and
larvae, and often the queen herself, remain alive. Also food stores in col-
lapsing colonies don’t get raided by other bees as a failing colony’s treas-
ures usually do. “I think I know what happened,” says Pettis, now in
Salisbury, Md., consulting on pollinator health. 

Republicans and anti-monar-
chists have long grumbled that
Buckingham Palace is riddled
with fossils from a bygone era.
And now scientists have
shown, that in one respect, it’s
true.

A new study led by the Aus-
tralian National University
(ANU) has found that the build-
ing  blocks used in the royal palace were made from microbes which lived
up to 200 million years ago, in the Jurassic period, when dinosaurs roamed
the Earth. The material, known as oolitic limestone, is popular for building
because it is lightweight but very strong. It is almost completely made up
from tiny millimetre-sized sphere of carbonate called ooids. Previously sci-
entists thought those ooids had formed from tiny bits of grit or sand rolling
around on the sea-bed, collecting more layers, in what was known as ‘the
snowball effect.’

Over time those little balls became compressed into layers which formed
sedimentary rock. But Dr. Bob Burne from ANU found that ooids are actu-
ally made from concentric layers of mineralised microbes, tiny cellular or-
ganisms and are mostly divided up into bacteria, fungi and viruses. “We
have proposed a radically different explanation for the origin of ooids that
explains their definitive features,” said Dr. Burne from the ANU Research
School of Earth Sciences. Humans have used ootic limestone for building
since ancient times and there are beds in the United Kingdom, which is
why it is so popular in Britain.
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Health

Holding your nose and closing your mouth when you feel a sneeze coming
on just might lead to serious trouble.

The journal BMJ Case Reports includes the story of a 34-year-old man
who ruptured his throat after he pinched his nose and clamped his mouth
shut in order to ward off a sneeze. He suffered significant pain and was
barely able to speak or swallow. Spontaneous rupture of the back of the
throat is rare and usually caused by trauma, explained the authors of the
report. It can also be caused by vomiting, retching or heavy coughing.
When emergency department doctors examined the man, they heard pop-
ping and crackling sounds from his neck down to his rib cage, meaning air
bubbles had entered the deep tissue and muscles of the chest, according
to the report.

The man spent seven days in the hospital. He was fed by tube and given
intravenous antibiotics until his swelling and pain eased. What was the ad-
vice given when he was discharged? Let your sneezes out. "Halting sneez-
ing via blocking the nostrils and mouth is a dangerous maneuver, and
should be avoided," wrote the authors, led by Wanding Yang, from the ENT,
Head and Neck Surgery department at University Hospitals of Leicester
NHS Trust in England.

"It may lead to numerous complications, such as pseudomediastinum (air
trapped in the chest between both lungs), perforation of the tympanic mem-
brane (perforated eardrum), and even rupture of a cerebral aneurysm (bal-
looning blood vessel in the brain)," the researchers warned.

It's important to take a second blood pressure reading if
your child's first reading points to high blood pressure, re-
searchers say.

They found that nearly 25 percent of children and teens
who had their blood pressure checked by their primary
care doctor had readings in the high range, but less than
half of those readings were confirmed when their blood
pressure was checked again. In fact, just slightly more
than 2 percent of the children had sustained high blood
pressure over time, the researchers found. The study in-
cluded data from more than 755,000 Kaiser Permanente
patients, aged 3 to 17, in Southern California. “Pediatri-
cians don't diagnose hypertension in children very often,
but if it is there, we want to find it," said study author Dr.
Robert James Riewerts, regional chief of pediatrics for the
Southern California Permanente Medical Group.

“This study is important because it demonstrates the best
path to accurately diagnose hypertension in a child or
teen," he said in a news release. "Taking a second blood
pressure reading is something all clinicians must consider when the
initial reading is elevated." It's common for the blood pressure of chil-
dren and teens to vary quite a bit, the researchers noted. What's con-
sidered high blood pressure also varies for young people based on
their gender, age and height. "Because an elevated first blood pressure

in youth is common, correct identification of truly elevated blood pres-
sure may be a first step to improve the recognition of hypertension in
pediatric care," Corinna Koebnick, who's with the group's research and
evaluation section, said. "If hypertension is missed, children and teens
may not receive the counseling they need for lifestyle changes or med-
ication," she said.

Hold that sneeze? Maybe not

Don't rely on just one BP test for kids: study

Robert Preidt

Robert Preidt
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Forever My Girl

Joe Leydon

Forever My Girl is a sweet
but slight romantic drama
that got lost on its way to
the Hallmark Channel —
or, more likely, was re-
buffed by that channel’s
gatekeepers for being,
even by their standards,
entirely too predictable — and wound up in theaters instead. It resem-
bles nothing so much as a prosaic adaptation of a second-tier Nicholas
Sparks novel, and doubtless will play best with audiences who think crit-
ics are much too harsh on movies that really are spawned by Sparks’
literary output.

As it turns out, writer-director Bethany Ashton Wolf based her script on
a work by another novelist, Heidi McLaughlin, which may explain the
lack of a third-act intrusion by the grim reaper. The prologue primes us
to expect the worst of the protagonist, even before we actually meet him,
by depicting what happened when he left his fiancée at the altar back in
St. Augustine, La., to pursue his musical career. Flash forward eight
years, and Liam Page (Alex Roe) has indeed achieved fame and fortune
as a superstar country music singer-songwriter. And, yes, he has be-
come every bit the spoiled and self-indulgent sybarite you might expect.

Ah, but appearances can be deceiving: He still treasures the antiquated
flip-top cellphone that contains a forlorn message left years earlier by
Josie (Jessica Rothe of Happy Death Day), the woman he left behind.
Of course, he never has answered that message. In fact, he’s refrained
from contacting any of the folks back home — including his estranged
father, Brian (John Benjamin Hickey), the local pastor — while single-
mindedly stoking his stardom, entertaining millions, and partying hearty.
When he receives word of a childhood friend’s death in an auto mishap,
however, Liam impulsively takes a return trip to St. Augustine.

Den of Thieves

Owen Gleiberman

Ambition isn’t a bad quality to see
in a January movie. The simplest
thing to call Den of Thieves would
be a heist thriller, but it’s a relatively
elaborate one, an underworld ac-
tion drama that sprawls and di-
gresses and for a while, at least,
appears to have something on its mind. The movie is set in Los Angeles,
which it presents as the bank-robbery capital of the Western world, and
the director, Christian Gudegast, shoots the city’s endless freeway maze
with a synth-pop moodiness that’s flagrantly evocative of Michael Mann.

As it turns out, the existential drive-by atmosphere of Den of Thieves
isn’t even the most Mann-ish thing about it. The film coasts along on
parallel narrative tracks, zeroing in on a team of renegade cops, led by
Gerard Butler as a sensitive bruiser, as well as a crew of robbers who
are planning to break into the L.A. branch of the Federal Reserve Bank:
an impossibly locked-down fortress of money. 

The Last Movie Star

Dennis Harvey

Nobody played the role of movie star
in the 1970s with more confidence
than Burt Reynolds. Even as his
choice of vehicles grew so indiscrim-
inate as to gradually erode his box
office appeal, he still radiated swag-
ger, that ever-present smirk suggest-
ing he — and we — knew it was all a put-on anyway. Perhaps the
problem was that it was just too good an act: Burt Reynolds gave such
excellent “Burt Reynolds” on talk shows, in interviews and other forums
that the public saw little point in continuing to fork out cash money to
see him do the same thing in yet another mediocre, derivative big-screen
comedy or thriller. He didn’t take enough risks, and the few times he did
were misfires or weren’t appreciated enough. Few stars achieved such
massive popularity while retaining a sense of unrealized potential.

It’s a bittersweet legacy that writer-director Adam Rifkin aims to pay affec-
tionate tribute to in The Last Movie Star, which has been retitled by U.S.
distributor A24 after playing initial festival dates as Dog Years. Reynolds’
role as ailing, retired stuntman-turned-superstar-turned-recluse Vic Ed-
wards was written for him, with plenty of biographical and in-joke details.
But Rifkin, whose wildly uneven oeuvre has included some real dogs
(Homo Erectus, The Dark Backward, The Nutt House, etc.), is not neces-
sarily the right talent to pull off an autumnal love letter to a beloved, game
performer. He makes an effort — as does his subject — but despite a few
good moments, this well-intentioned seriocomedy mostly wobbles between
crude yocks, lame generation-gap humor and sentimental cliche.

Coco

Peter Bradshaw

Being simultaneously life-
affirming and death-ob-
sessed is a tough act for
any film to pull off, but
Coco manages it. This
might start bringing Pixar
studios back from the
dead. One’d feared the
worst from this movie’s
Mexican Day of the Dead trope, expecting a tiresome parade of sub-
Halloweeny horror masks under a sombrero of cliches. Actually, it’s an
engaging and touching quest narrative, with some great spectacle,
sweet musical numbers and on-point stuff about the permeability of na-
tional borders.

Coco is conceived on classic lines, certainly, but has that rarest of
things in movies of any sort – a real third act and an interesting ending.
It has something to say about memory and mortality and how we think
about the awfully big adventure waiting for us all, which finally incu-
bated an unexpectedly stubborn lump in one’s throat. This film has a
potency that Pixar hasn’t had for a while, and for suppressed tears,
the last five minutes of Coco might come to be compared to the open-
ing montage of Up.
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The Rooster Bar

John Grisham

Mark, Todd, and Zola came to law
school to change the world, to make
it a better place. But now, as third-
year students, these close friends re-
alize they have been duped. They all
borrowed heavily to attend a third-tier,
for-profit law school so mediocre that
its graduates rarely pass the bar
exam, let alone get good jobs. And
when they learn that their school is
one of a chain owned by a shady New
York hedge-fund operator who also
happens to own a bank specializing in
student loans, the three know they
have been caught up in The Great
Law School Scam. But maybe there's
a way out. Maybe there's a way to escape their crushing debt, expose
the bank and the scam, and make a few bucks in the process. But to do
so, they would first have to quit school. And leaving law school a few
short months before graduation would be completely crazy, right? Well,
yes and no. Pull up a stool, grab a cold one, and get ready to spend
some time.

Where the Past Begins

Amy Tan

From New York Times bestselling
author Amy Tan, a memoir on her
life as a writer, her childhood and
the symbiotic relationship between
fiction and emotional memory.

In Where the Past Begins, best-
selling author of The Joy Luck Club
and The Valley of Amazement Amy
Tan is at her most intimate in reveal-
ing the truths and inspirations that
underlie her extraordinary fiction. By
delving into vivid memories of her
traumatic childhood, confessions of
self-doubt in her journals and heart-
breaking letters to and from her
mother, she gathers together evidence of all that made it both unlikely
and inevitable that she would become a writer. Through spontaneous
storytelling, she shows how a fluid fictional state of mind unleashed
near-forgotten memories that became the emotional nucleus of her nov-
els. Tan explores shocking truths uncovered by family memorabilia – the
real reason behind an I.Q. test she took at age six, why her parents lied
about their education, mysteries surrounding her maternal grandmother
– and, for the first time publicly, writes about her complex relationship
with her father, who died when she was fifteen. Written with candour and
characteristic humour, the book takes readers into the idiosyncratic
workings of her writer's mind, a journey that explores memory, imagina-
tion, and truth.

Blue Ocean Shift

W. Chan Kim & Renee Mauborgne

Drawing on more than a decade
of new work, Kim and
Mauborgne show you how to
move beyond competing, inspire
your people's confidence, and
seize new growth, guiding you
step-by-step through how to
take your organization from a
red ocean crowded with compe-
tition to a blue ocean of uncon-
tested market space. By
combining the insights of human
psychology with practical mar-
ket-creating tools and real-world
guidance, Kim and Mauborgne
deliver the definitive guide to
shift yourself, your team, or your organization to new heights of confi-
dence, market creation, and growth.

It is packed with all-new research and examples of how leaders in di-
verse industries and organizations made the shift and created new mar-
kets by applying the process and tools outlined in the book. Whether
you are a cash-strapped startup or a large, established company, non-
profit or national government, you will learn how to move from red to
blue oceans in a way that builds your people's confidence so that they
own and drive the process. With battle-tested lessons learned from suc-
cesses and failures in the field, it is critical reading for leaders, man-
agers, and entrepreneurs alike. You'll learn what works, what doesn't,
and how to avoid the pitfalls along the way. 

Side Hustle

Chris Guillebeau

The author of the New York Times best-
seller The $100 Startup shows you how
to launch a profitable side hustle in just
27 days. For some people, the thought
of quitting their day job to start their own
business is exhilarating. For many oth-
ers, the loss of a stable paycheck is ter-
rifying. But what if we could easily
create new income without giving up the
security of a full-time job? Enter the side
hustle, a mini-business that earns you
extra money. With Chris Guillebeau's
step-by-step guide, you can go from
idea to income in just 27 days. You'll
learn how to: Brainstorm, borrow, and steal to build an arsenal of great
side hustle ideas - Apply Tinder for Side Hustle logic to pick the best idea
at any time - Master the art of deals, discounts, and special offers - Learn,
gather, or create everything you need to launch and get paid. You don't
need an MBA, marketing experience or big investors. With Chris as a
guide, anyone can make more money, pursue a passion, and enjoy
greater security - with little to no budget and without quitting your day job.




